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Abstract: The optimization of complex systems as well as other design methods require a description of the system parameters, or the design space. Explicit encoding of all possible variants is practically impossible, thus an implicit method is needed. While this is easy for purely numerical parameters and a fixed number of them as usually assumed in direct or indirect optimization, it is quite hard for systems in which the architecture and thus the structure of the parameters themselves can be varied. This paper introduces an approach to specify system architecture variants in a concise way and proposes a UML profile for this task. Standard UML meta model elements are used for the description of variant-specific stereotypes. An example of a variant specification for a communication network model is presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

Model-based systems engineering is helpful in allowing early validation of complex system designs and reduction of costly failure corrections in late development states. The underlying models have to capture all significant information, which often contains both (static) structural as well as (dynamic) behavioral aspects. Numerous design decisions must be made to obtain a hopefully close-to-optimal system. These decisions could be supported or automated by a closed-loop indirect optimization approach (van Leeuwen et al., 2014), in cases where the descriptional power of linear programming is insufficient. The set of valid system variants (or design alternatives), also called the design space (Taghavi and Pimentel, 2010), has to be specified as an input to the optimization heuristic. Such a specification (not its derivation or exploration, though) is comparably simple as long as all parameters are just numerically valued with a given interval. In fact, it is usually described by a vector of \( n \) real values for a system with \( n \) design parameters, and we may imagine the design space as an \( n \)-dimensional geometrical space then. However, this paper addresses the problem of architecture optimization, in which the structure of variants and design parameters is typically much more complex, and in which already the number of parameters \( n \) is not obvious as it depends on other design parameter value choices: Components may be optional and include a variable attribute. If such an optional component is not used inside a system variant, then their properties as well as the corresponding parameters are also not existing. Thus, the well-understood research area of linear systems with numerical parameters cannot be applied here.

What should be described for the design space about a variable architecture? First of all, the general structure must be defined including system components as well as their properties and relations to other components. Furthermore, variants of the system model have to be specified in order to solve the following questions: How many instances of components are existing? How many instances belong to or comprise another one? What are the limits of the numbers of instances? Which values can be assigned to component properties? Which interface realization should be used? Should an optional feature be used? What are fixed components and attributes? How should an attribute be specified, which depends on another attribute? What kind of connections should be used between components? How can attributes be captured that are only necessary for certain structural selections or options?

Apparently the design space includes numerical parameters, structural, non-numerical parameters and parameters, which are only existing in specific cases. How can the design space be described? A possibility is to list all architecture variants explicitly. This description is practically impossible for complex systems because of the sheer number of variants, which usually scales exponentially (with the size of the cross
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product of all individual parameters). An implicit description is thus the only viable way to specify a design space, in which decisions and their alternatives are described.

In the existing literature on this subject, system architectures can be specified by using the family of architecture description languages (ADL). There are a variety of languages like xADL (XML-based ADL, (Dashofy et al., 2001)), Acme (Garlan et al., 2010) or µ-ADL (Oquendo, 2004). A survey of such languages is presented in (Clements, 1996). All of these languages can be used to specify a single system architecture, but they do not support techniques to specify variations or the possible design space.

Feature models (Schobbens et al., 2006; Zakál et al., 2011; Acher et al., 2014; Grönninger et al., 2014) are a description language, which is used in product lines engineering. It allows the description to a variety of products, which are based on an identical basis, while differing in features and design details. Feature models provide elements to describe features of a system, including possibilities to choose or ignore alternative features or define XOR-relations of features, where exactly one feature has to be chosen. However, feature models lack support for dynamic variability: All alternatives have to be described explicitly. For instance, a component can be existing between 0 and 10 times. Furthermore, each component includes a property, which can be varied. This can be done with XOR-relations, in which each component count is explicitly listed. For each component alternative, the identical attribute variants have to be described separately and thus redundantly. For small systems, this may be usable, but the model will lose clarity and expressiveness in variant specifications of complex systems. Moreover, the possibility to define physical connections between features such as two components communicating or a component including a variable count of another component are completely missing.

Another architecture description language is EAST-ADL (Association, 2013), which is a domain-specific language for the description of automotive systems. EAST-ADL includes a package which provides description elements for variability management. This language is based on the AUTOSAR (AUTOSAR, 2015) meta model, which is developed for use in automotive domain. Here, a domain-independent language is required in order to model variants of system of different domains. A broader view on architecture models in the automotive domain is given in (Broy et al., 2009).

The goal and contribution of this paper are (meta) models for the description of system architecture variants that can later be used for design space analysis, including automatic indirect optimization methods (Wichmann et al., 2015). We propose standard UML class diagrams for this goal and combine them in a UML profile (OMG, 2015) for this task. Profiles include stereotype definitions, which extend standard UML elements and are used to define domain-specific information. In this case, a profile named variant profile is specified, which defines several stereotypes for our task. Technically, the Eclipse modeling project and the Sirius project are used which enable a more effective realization of domain-specific languages than other approaches (Eclipse, 2014; El Kouhen et al., 2012).

This profile is used for the description of system architecture variants. The architecture of a system is modeled with the proposed profile, in which system components, their properties and connections to other components are described. Stereotypes of the profile are available inside system models and can be applied to UML elements in order to specify variants of the system, which results in a system architecture variants model as design space description.

Furthermore, this approach allows an easy integration with the concept of executable system optimization specification, in which the behavior of system optimization is modeled with UML activity diagrams and transformed into executable code using model-to-text generators (Wichmann et al., 2016). The generators are also applicable to system architecture variant models and create executable code, which can be used by optimization processes using an fUML execution engine (Bedini et al., 2017). (Generators and execution engine can be downloaded under (Systems and Software Engineering Group, 2016).)

The paper is structured as follow: The UML profile for the description of system architecture variant is specified in the subsequent section. An application example is presented in Section 3. Last section includes the conclusion.

2 A UML PROFILE FOR SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE VARIANT SPECIFICATION

This section describes the UML profile and its application for the implicit specification of architecture design spaces. A UML profile is an element of the UML and defined inside the UML meta model (OMG, 2015). Profiles are used to extend classes of the UML meta model with additional stereotypes, which allows a more detailed (usually domain- or application-
specific) specification of system.
A model of a system can be structured as a class representing the system. This system class has associations to component classes, which have properties and may have associations to other component classes. For that, two types of structural element are identifiable: class properties and class associations.

The following three UML meta classes are extended with variant-specific stereotypes: Property, Dependency and Model. The following subsections describe the additional stereotypes for these meta classes in the profile.

2.1 Model Variants

The UML meta class Model serves as the root element of a system model and includes all elements, which describe structure and behavior of the system architecture. Figure 1 presents the extension of Model with stereotype variant, which implies that the system model includes variants.

![Figure 1: Profile diagram for Model stereotype.](image)

Variant owns the optional property rootClass, which provides a reference to the model class, in which the creation of a system architecture variant should start. If this property is not specified, root classes can be determined automatically by searching for classes which are not referenced by another class and thus are independent. For each found class, the variant creation is executed afterwards.

2.2 Value Variants

The second extended UML meta class is Property, which is used to specify properties of classes. Figure 2 presents all Property extending stereotypes.

Properties can be classified into value-based and instance-based properties. Value-based properties are specified by primitive data types (comparable to simple linear or numerical design parameters) or enumerations. Their properties can be modified for variant specification. Thus, the set of stereotypes for Property is called valueVariant. In contrast to this, instance-based properties are specified by associations and allow hierarchical variant specification of the associated class, which is described in Section 2.3.

![Figure 2: Profile diagram for value variants.](image)

Property is classified into several categories: numerical attributes, optional attributes, enumeration-based attributes, fixed attributes or derived attributes. For each category, a separate stereotype is defined, which owns different properties to specify the variants of corresponding Property element.

First of all, a system architecture may have component properties, which are important for simulation and evaluation of this architecture, but should not be varied in the design space description. Such properties can apply the stereotype fixedValueVariant explicitly, but this is not mandatory. Properties without variant stereotype do not increase the design space and thus are automatically interpreted as fixed. Stereotype fixedValueVariant is thus defined as default. FixedValueVariant includes property value of type ValueSpecification, which allows static configuration of Property values for system architecture variant models. Value is an optional stereotype property allowing to set a value to be assigned to this property.

Defining a set of valid values is another possibility to specify value variants of a Property element. Each value of this set can be assigned to a class property. We propose the stereotype typeValueVariant for this case, which allows the definition of a value list, whose items confirm to the type of its Property. For that, the stereotype typeValueVariant owns three properties: type specifies the data type, whose value are set to the list and thus defines the type of the list, while values represents a set of actual values (like an enumeration). Additionally, typeValueVariant owns the boolean property isOrdered, which indicates whether
any kind of sorted neighborhood relation is existing inside values. Otherwise, the neighborhood relation is assumed as chaotic.

Figure 3 presents a simple example for the use of typeValueVariant. The class A has a property b with enumeration class enum as type. The enumeration includes three literals option1, option2 and option3. Property b is specified with stereotype typeValueVariant. Thus, stereotype properties type and values should be set. The value of type must match with type of b. This can be an instance of property type or an instance of a derived class. Here, the enumeration enum is used. Property values includes all value variants, which can be assigned to b. Here, these value variants must be a literal of enum. However, values does not have to contain all existing literals, but only literals which are relevant for the current variant specification. Thus, values is filled with enumeration literals option1 and option2.

![Figure 3: Example for use of typeValueVariant.](image)

Variants of numerical properties may be specified by interval definitions with minimal and maximal value as well as a step definition to specify all intermediate values. For that, stereotype intervalValueVariant is introduced to describe the range of numerical values of Property. The range is restricted by a minimal value (min) and maximal value (max). The values between these limits are calculated using the property step.

An example for application of stereotype intervalValueVariant is presented in Figure 4. A class A owns a real number b, which should be varied. For that, the stereotype intervalValueVariant is applied to b and its properties have to be set. The property b should be able to take values from 0 to 2.5 with accuracy of one decimal digit. Thus, the property min is set to 0.0 and max to 2.5. The accuracy is specified with property step, which is set to 0.1. Thus, the values 0.0, 0.1, ..., 2.4, 2.5 can be assigned to property b.

![Figure 4: Example for intervalValueVariant.](image)

The length of list properties can be assumed as s special case of numerical attributes. Instead of assigning a value to a Property, a value can represent the number of elements inside the Property. However, the changed interpretation of variant specification requires the additional stereotype listValueVariant, which is derived from intervalValueVariant and inherits its properties. This stereotype only specifies the count of values inside a Property element, but does not have information about the value specifications. This has to be done by another stereotype.

Furthermore, a system component may have optional features, which are represented by Boolean values specified in Property and thus can assume either the value true or false. Exactly such a variant specification is realized with stereotype optionalValueVariant. Properties for optionalValueVariant are not specified, because further information for this stereotype is not necessary.

System components may have properties, which depend on other properties and can be calculated explicitly based on the value of such properties. Such variants are specified with the stereotype derivedValueVariant (to simplify their later calculation, which otherwise could be done with constraints in a much less efficient generate-and-test algorithm). Its property formula describes the calculation function. Formula is a Behavior, which is the basic meta class for all behavioral (executable) elements of the UML. Thus, the formula can be described by using UML diagrams like Activity Diagram or Sequence Diagram. Furthermore, OpaqueBehavior or FunctionalBehavior can be used to specify the behavior with code fragments of programming languages or expressions of OMG’s Meta Object Facility Model to Text Transformation Language (MOFM2T (OMG, 2008)). The specified behavior can be executed and the result is assigned to the corresponding Property afterwards. The actual behavior for formula has to be specified during the variants modeling.

![Figure 5: Example for derivedValueVariant.](image)

Figure 5 shows an example class A with property b and c. The value of b should be calculated based on the value of c. For that, the stereotype derivedValueVariant is applied to b. Its calculation formula is specified inside the stereotype property formula, which can be described using MOFM2T expressions for instance. All instances and values of the current system architecture variant can be used for the calculation. Here, MOFM2T expression is specified inside
a `FunctionBehavior` and calculates the modulo value of \( c \). The result of MOFM2T expression processing is assigned to \( b \).

These stereotypes suffice to describe all possibilities for specifying variants of properties that we have encountered so far in our analysis. The more complex description of instance variants is covered next.

### 2.3 Instance Variants

The UML meta class `Dependency` is extended with variant stereotypes in order to vary instance-based properties, which are specified by associations to other classes. A `Dependency` relation defines that a class depends on a single supplier class or set of supplier classes (OMG, 2015). Figure 6 shows the introduced stereotypes, which extend the `Dependency` class. These stereotypes define, how many instances of the supplier class should be created and how their properties have to be set.

Further stereotypes are derived from this base stereotype and specify the number of instances and their property settings. The properties of `InstanceVariant` are inherited and thus configurable by derived stereotypes.

The number of instances can be fixed or variable for variant specification. In the fixed case, a predefined number of supplier class instances has to be assigned to a property of the depending class. Furthermore, these fixed instances have attributes, which may be fixed or variable. For that, the derived stereotype `countFixedInstanceVariant` is introduced. It implies that a fixed number of instances of the supplier class should be created and assigned to the inherited `Property target`. The count of instances is specified with `Property instanceCount`. A created instance has properties, to which a value has to be assigned. These values can be determined by a fixed or variable specification. In order to cover all combinations of variant specifications, three possibilities including value setting behavior are defined, and priorities assigned to them as follows.

The preferred (high priority) option is the configuration of fixed instance specifications inside the stereotype `countFixedInstanceVariant`. For that, the optional `Property instanceList` is defined, which is a set of `InstanceSpecification` elements, which includes slots for values specifications of class properties. It may be that an `InstanceSpecification` is incomplete, because at least one value of an attribute is not preconfigured. In this case, the second option is checked, in which the value should be determined based on stereotype specifications. If the property does not apply a stereotype, specified default values of the property should be used. If none of the options is applicable, the property value stays undefined.

In general, variant specification of instance-based properties defines, that instances of a supplier class should be assigned to a property of the depending class. How many instances should be created and how these instances are configured, should be defined through specializations.

The meta class `Dependency` is extended by the stereotype `instanceVariant`, which implies, that a dependent class includes instances of the supplier class. These instances are assigned to the property of the dependent class, with is configured in stereotype property `target`. The second `Property of instanceVariant` is called `uniqueInstances` and implies that the instances are unique w.r.t. their values.

Figure 6: Profile diagram for instance variants.

In general, variant specification of instance-based properties defines, that instances of a supplier class should be assigned to a property of the depending class. How many instances should be created and how these instances are configured, should be defined through specializations.

The meta class `Dependency` is extended by the stereotype `instanceVariant`, which implies, that a dependent class includes instances of the supplier class. These instances are assigned to the property of the dependent class, with is configured in stereotype property `target`. The second `Property of instanceVariant` is called `uniqueInstances` and implies that the instances are unique w.r.t. their values.

Further stereotypes are derived from this base stereotype and specify the number of instances and their property settings. The properties of `InstanceVariant` are inherited and thus configurable by derived stereotypes.

The number of instances can be fixed or variable for variant specification. In the fixed case, a predefined number of supplier class instances has to be assigned to a property of the depending class. Furthermore, these fixed instances have attributes, which may be fixed or variable. For that, the derived stereotype `countFixedInstanceVariant` is introduced. It implies that a fixed number of instances of the supplier class should be created and assigned to the inherited `Property target`. The count of instances is specified with `Property instanceCount`. A created instance has properties, to which a value has to be assigned. These values can be determined by a fixed or variable specification. In order to cover all combinations of variant specifications, three possibilities including value setting behavior are defined, and priorities assigned to them as follows.

The preferred (high priority) option is the configuration of fixed instance specifications inside the stereotype `countFixedInstanceVariant`. For that, the optional `Property instanceList` is defined, which is a set of `InstanceSpecification` elements, which includes slots for values specifications of class properties. It may be that an `InstanceSpecification` is incomplete, because at least one value of an attribute is not preconfigured. In this case, the second option is checked, in which the value should be determined based on stereotype specifications. If the property does not apply a stereotype, specified default values of the property should be used. If none of the options is applicable, the property value stays undefined.
instance’s value. To specify that, a *Dependency* connection is created between target class *A* and supplier class *B*, which applies the stereotype *countFixedInstanceVariant*. The stereotype property *target* specifies the property of the target class, to which the created instances should be assigned. Here, the instances are assigned to the property *b* of class *A*. *UniqueInstances* is set to *true*, because the instances inside *b* should be different. Class *A* should own two instances of *B*, thus *instancesCount* is set to 2. The fixed instance is specified with *InstanceSpecification s*, which assign the value 5 to property *c*. This *InstanceSpecification* is assigned to stereotype property *list*. The stereotype *intervalValueVariant* is applied to property *c* in order to specify the variants of class *B*.

According to the specified value-setting behavior, an instance of class *A* is created and its properties are configured based on the applied stereotypes. Two instances of class *B* are created afterwards. The preconfigured instance specifications of class *B* are used first. The second instance is not specified by *instanceList*. Thus, the remaining instances are created based on variant specification of class *B*, in which the value of property *c* may be set to 9, for instance.

In contrast to *countFixedInstanceVariant*, the stereotype *countVariableInstanceVariant* is used for variable quantities of class instances. Variants of instance quantities are restricted by the stereotype properties *minimalCount* and *maximalCount*. The values between these limits are calculated based on *steps*. *Property* values of each class instance are calculated in the same way as for *countFixedInstanceVariant*.

![Figure 8: Example for countVariableInstanceVariant.](image)

For the special case of bidirectional associations between classes, the optional *Property* *oppositeTarget* is introduced, which specifies a property of the supplier class. It expresses that the bidirectional association should be created, in which instances of a depending class should be assigned to the property *oppositeTarget* and the created supplier class instance should be assigned to the target class property *target*. Furthermore, *oppositeTarget* allows the restriction of instance combinations as input for the behavior. For instance, a *Dependency* is linked to a class with an opposite target-property, which required exactly two instances of the class. Thus, only combinations with two different class instances have to be investigated.

![Figure 9: Example for derivedInstanceVariant.](image)

A *derivedInstanceVariant*-applied *Dependency* is presented in Figure 9. Class *A* and *B* are associated bidirectionally, in which class *B* depends on class *A*. Class *A* owns several instances of *B*, but class *B* in-
cludes only one instance of A. Thus, the Dependency is created from A to B. The stereotype derivedInstanceVariant is applied. The property target is set to A::b and oppositeTarget to B::a in order to realize the bidirectional association. The creationBehavior is specified by Activity createB, which creates an instance of B. The variantClass defines possible classes, which could be created during the optimization process. Here, only instances of class B can be created and thus, B is assigned to variantClass.

These stereotypes form the variant profile and allow design space descriptions of system architectures.

3 AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE

The presented profile for modeling system architecture variants from Section 2 is applied to a communication network, where nodes shall send and receive data using certain communication protocols.

![Figure 10: Design of communication network.](image)

The class diagram of the system design is presented in Figure 10. The communication network is represented by the class Network. Network nodes are modeled as interfaces to provide basic properties, which are necessary for all nodes. A network node has a name and a position in three-dimensional space as well as nonrecurring and ongoing costs. Communication with other nodes is realized over a connection interface, which is implemented by an Ethernet or WLAN connection and can transfer data according to its Property dataRate. Network nodes may provide Ethernet slots or WLAN technique to allow communication. The connection realization WLANConnection has additional properties to specify the maximal communication range and store the actual distance between two network nodes. Each connection describes communication between two NetworkNode objects.

Network nodes can have more than one connection to different nodes depending on their Ethernet slots and WLAN features. Connections between two nodes are limited to one. The NetworkNode interface is realized by classes EndNode and AccessPoint. EndNodes represent machines like server, personal computer or smart phones. They produce data with a Gaussian distributed data rate and send this to connected nodes, while also receiving data. AccessPoints serve as transmission nodes and transfer received data to target nodes or another AccessPoint.

The design space of this system should be described in order to be used by a system architecture optimization process. The variant profile is assigned to the communication network model in order to define which elements of this model can be varied.

Figure 11 presents the resulting architecture variant model of the communication network. First of all, the model CommunicationNetwork applies stereotype variant. Its property rootClass is set to Class CommunicationNetwork, because creation of an architecture variant should start with this class.

Dependency connections are defined and specified with stereotypes afterwards. EndNodes should not be varied. The example considers one personal computer and one smart phone. The personal computer has one Ethernet port but no WLAN option, while the smart phone provides WLAN connections, but has no Ethernet ports. Both are placed in different positions. For that, a Dependency is created from Network to EndNode and stereotype countFixedInstanceVariant is assigned to this connection. The specification of this two EndNode instances is presented in Figure 12.

InstanceSpecifications are used to define properties of existing nodes. They are assigned to stereotype property instanceList. Furthermore, objectCount is set to value 2, all instances should be unique. Network::networkNodes is specified as target.

AccessPoints are variable in quantity and property configuration. They are used to implement communication between computer and smartphone. For that, Network and AccessPoint are connected by a Dependency with applied stereotype countVariableInstanceVariant. Network includes at least zero and not more than three AccessPoints objects. A instanceList is not set. Thus, values of instances are set based on value variant specification or default value of properties.

A Dependency with applied stereotype includeDerivedObjects is created between interfaces NetworkNode and Connection. References of this connection are stored inside NetworkNode::connections and references of nodes should be deposited in Connection::networkNode. A connection can be realized by classes WLANConnection and LANCConnection. The property variantClass is specified with both classes, which implicates, that instances of these classes could
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Figure 11: Architecture variants model of communication network.

Figure 12: Fixed instance specifications of EndNode.

be created by this variant description.

A connection should be established between two nodes. This can be done using WLANConnection or LANConnection instances. Both connection classes have requirements to the NetworkNode instances, which must be fulfilled in order to be created. A LANConnection requires a free LAN port on each network node for instance. For that, stereotype includeDerivedObjects requires a Behavior specification, which describes the requirements of each Connection realizing class and the behavior, which connection class should actually be created.

Value variant stereotypes are applied to properties of classes AccessPoint and WLANConnection. The property Distance of class WLANConnection is a derived property and applies stereotype derived. A formula is specified with MOF Model to Text Transformation Language expression and calculates the distance between two NetworkNode instances, which are set in networkNodes. The class AccessPoint inherits all properties of the interface NetworkNode. The following properties are overwritten and stereotypes are applied to them: Property countLANPorts applies the stereotype intervalValueVariant. An AccessPoint can have no Ethernet port up to four Ethernet ports. Accordingly, the stereotype properties are set. The optionalValueVariants stereotype is applied to isWLANExisting indicating if an AccessPoint can provide WLAN connections or not. The position attributes of AccessPoint applies the intervalValueVariant stereotype and the valid coordinates are specified.

Finally, all value-based properties without variant stereotypes could be assigned a default value. This completes the system architecture variants model, and an optimization process could use this model of the design space to find an optimal system architecture.
4 CONCLUSION

This paper presented an approach for the model-based specification of system architecture variants, thus allowing the concise specification of the complex design space of a system with architecture variations. A UML profile is introduced for this task, which extends standard UML meta model elements with variant-specific stereotypes. This allows variant specifications of system architectures, which are necessary to execute system architecture optimizations automatically or to apply other methods which require an implicit design space description.

Future steps include the specification and implementation of a generator, which creates architectures based on the architecture variants model affected by decisions made during an optimization heuristic execution. Furthermore, constraints should be added to the variant model in order to validate system variants.
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